Over 75 actions you can take right from your home to help curb sexual exploitation.

EndExploitationAction.com
We have made it easy for you to take a stand against exploitation. Dozens of campaigns are set up to encourage government and business leaders to change policies that facilitate sexual exploitation. Tired of just complaining? We also have dozens of “Thank You” campaigns to show our appreciation for those leaders who have implemented positive changes. Add your voice by signing petitions, sending letters, making calls, even sending out tweets. Everything is already set up for you.

RECENT ACTIONS:

- **Send a letter** to Verizon and demand they stop offering child-themed and slavery-themed porn films.
- **Contact** Backpage.com to urge that they stop seeking profits by allowing thousands of prostitution ads on their website.
- **Tweet** at Barnes and Noble about their choice to place pornographic books near the children’s section of their stores.
- **Sign a Petition** to Facebook asking that they use more resources to curb child pornography and the buying and selling of people on their site.
- **Ask Congress** to address the public health crisis from pornography

RECENT VICTORIES

- **Google** decided to get rid of all sexually explicit apps in Google Play.
- **Walmart, Rite Aid, & Food Lion** chose to place the sexually explicit *Cosmopolitan Magazine* behind blinders, instead of right at the eye level of children.
- **The U.S. Army and Air Force** stopped selling porn magazines on military bases and removed thousands of explicit pieces displayed in public and work spaces.
- **American Apparel** stopped using nudity in their clothing ads.
- **The Federal Communications Commission** brought the first enforcement action against a network TV producer for broadcast decency violations in over 8 years.